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Austin General Surgery Training Newsletter

SEASON FOR MIGRATION
The new academic year has begun, heralding yet another season of migration. Trainees
completing their FRACS moving to fellowship
posts, fellows metamorphosing in to consultants, trainees entering General Surgery SET,
those moving to subspecialty training posts
and some leaving their aspirations for surgical
careers and moving on to new and exciting
career paths. A time of change and flux in all
programs.
Four of 19 SET trainees leave having conquered the FRACS while a fifth moves in to a
specialty surgery program. From amongst the
24 NSET trainees six enter General Surgery
SET and one Urology SET. A total of seven
new SET trainees come to the Austin including four previous Austin NSET trainees.
Eight NSET trainees head to other destinations resulting in thirteen new NSET trainees
being selected to fill the vacancies. A massive
migration of trainees in 2016.
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Editor’s Ramblings
V Muralidharan

The Price of Success
SET Selection and Hub Allocation

“... And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise..”
I never tire of quoting Kipling, especially from his famous “If” poem. Success does have its price and
while the General Surgery program at Austin has
continued to flourish we must take stock of the problems that it elicits.
First of all the dust has finally settled on the selection
process for General Surgery SET program intake for
2016 and Austin Health can proudly look at itself on
the achievements of our trainees.
At a time when the SET transition process reduced
the General Surgery intake by 50% for 2015 and 2016
Austin trainees have continued to be selected in impressive numbers. Approximately 52 places were
available nationally of which 21 were in Victoria/Tasmania with trainees from eight surgical hubs competing for them. Six Austin General Surgery NSET
trainees were able to secure places in General Surgery and one to Urology.
Congratulations to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mohammed Ashour
James Churchill (Urology)
Nagendra Naidu Dudi Venkata
Jonathan Fong
Wei Mou Lim
Georgina Riddiough
Thomas Tiang

Here is where we face the problems of being successful. All our trainees hoped to come back to the
Austin as SET trainees but had to compete with others for the hub preference. The allocation of trainees
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is entirely based on their ranking within the SET selection process. Trainees are allocated to the eight
hubs based on their rankings and the availability of
posts within the hub. If a particular hub is full, then
the trainee is allocated to their second choice.
Thus the combination of a relatively large cohort of
Austin NSETs entering SET program and the relatively
high demand from trainees to come to Austin means
some of our trainees miss out and end up in one of
the other seven hubs. While it is disappointing to see
some of our NSET trainees not be able to return to
the Austin this cross pollination of trainees and training hubs bodes well for General Surgery training in
Victoria. The different strengths and weaknesses of
the various hubs being exposed to the trainees and
differing ideas on education being shared amongst
them can only lead to a better educational environment for surgery in the state.
The Vic/Tas training committee of the Board in General Surgery is continuing to develop processes to
increase interaction between trainees and indeed
surgeons at the various hubs to generate free flow
of ideas, practices and ideals amongst them and the
influx of trainees from other hubs to the Austin can
only bode well for developing & sharing fresh ideas.
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Training Corner
V Muralidharan

The Lost Tribe
Non Accredited General Surgery Registrars

Service Registrars! Unaccredited Registrars! Pre-SET
Trainees; Career Medical Officers! J-DOCS! A profusion of terms which have described a group of medical practitioners who have been an essential foundation for the functioning of our public hospital systems
and our surgical training programs. They come from
vastly differing clinical backgrounds. On the one extreme we have junior doctors progressing towards
entry to surgical training and on the other extreme
migrant overseas surgeons or surgical trainees hoping to find employment, be assessed by the IMG
board of the RACS or even enter surgical training in
order to practice in Australia.
The selection and role of the Unaccredited General
Surgery registrar has evolved in the past few decades and it is worth walking through history to understand this change. In the ‘70s and ‘80s and even
to some extent in the early ‘90s the individual units
in the major hospitals had significant control over appointments. Accredited trainees were selected at
hospital or unit level. Similarly unaccredited trainees
were also chosen, sometimes in to an accredited
post if a suitable accredited trainee was not available.
The majority of trainees who entered surgical training would have spent a year or two as unaccredited
trainees. This allowed continuous, informal and global
assessment of these trainees albeit open to personal
biases by the unit surgeons. There was no need for
night surgical cover as all “real” trainees undertook
36 hour shifts covering their units’ on call period. Relief was often arranged in-house within the unit or
hospital registrars.
In the late ‘90s, driven more by financial considerations rather than patient or doctor safety issues the
Night Surgical Registrar made an appearance along
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with progressive shift work for unit registrars.
Non SET registrars (NSET), as we have now coined
the term at Austin, a decade ago had the misfortune
of being rostered for Night Surgical Cover and Relief with very little formal exposure to training posts.
While SET trainees fell under the jurisdiction of the
SET supervisors and the HMOs under the PGY 2&3
Supervisor the NSET registrars fell between the
cracks. Selection was similar to PGY 2 &3 by an interview often with no surgeon involved. In 2008 the first
intake of SET1 trainees occurred and in 2009 the supervisors in conjunction with Medical Workforce Unit
took the important step of changing the aims of the
NSET registrar role from predominantly service orientation to one of training and service provision. This
was followed by the implementation of formal selection process paralleling the RACS/GSA selection process. Concurrently the NSET trainees were brought
under the supervision of the SET1 supervisor with
unfilled SET1 post being filled by NSET trainees.
Working closely with MWU we have since developed
enough NSET General Surgery rotations to provide
a six month term to each NSET trainee along with
three months each of Nights and Relief. This fits well
with the new regulations for selections with most
NSET trainees not only acquiring maximum additional points by the time they complete two NSET years.
Add to that the gathering of technical expertise in
those two years which should allow them to hit the
SET program running. The aim is for most trainees
to spend two NSET years by the end of which they
should be able to perform hernia repairs, appendicectomy and most of laparoscopic cholecystectomy. One can safely say that the wilderness years for
NSET trainees are all but gone.
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Newblood
V Muralidharan

New NSET Trainees for 2016
New General Surgery NSET registrars

The largest Non SET General Surgery Registrar program in Victoria is based at the Austin. Spread across the
Austin and Northern hospitals and a number of regional Victorian and interstate hospitals including Tasmanian
and Alice Springs. It enables NSET trainees to experience a full six month General Surgery term each year. In
2016 13 of the 23 NST posts were filled by newcomers who are introduced to you in this section.

Carlos Cabalag
Greetings! My name is Carlos and I’m originally half Filipino half Indonesian, where I spent most of my childhood. It’s been a whirlwind sixteen years since my family and I arrived in Australia (I can still remember the
hustle and bustle of the Sydney Olympics) and Melbourne is now home. My journey towards attaining some
sort of specialty vocation wasn’t so straight forward. I was initially interested in obstetrics and gynaecology,
however after much contemplation, general surgery and surgical oncology changed my heart. Outside of
work, I like to spend time with my two and a half year old son and try out new restaurants.
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Suellyn Centauri
Currently working on secondment as Trauma Registrar at the Alfred Hospital, I am a PGY 8 returning to
the Austin as a NSET Surgical Registrar in 2016. I was
last at the Austin in 2013 as a non-accredited Plastics Registrar. My primary qualification is a Bachelor
of Biomedical Science, awarded with a First Class
Honours for “Electrophysiological characterisation of
neurons derived from mouse embryonic stem cells”
through Monash University. After graduating BMBS
at Flinders University, I worked in varied surgical
streams in metropolitan Melbourne hospitals.
Since completing a Postgraduate Diploma in Surgical
Anatomy from Melbourne University, I have volunteered as an educator for medical students and nurse
practitioners, running Trauma and beginner and advanced Suturing sessions. My research since graduation has focused on areas of personal interest – the
adoption of new technologies into surgical practice,
the adaptation of surgery to social changes and the
issues inherent in such changes. RACS ASC in 2015 and 2016 are some of the forums in which this work
is recognised. I live with my two boys, my quirky husband and my companion birds. Having grown up with
Heinlein, C.S. Lewis, Bujold and Dianna Wynne Jones, I have always been a fantasy and sci-fi enthusiast. I
am an avid fan of Assassin’s Creed and competitive multi-player FPS such as Star Wars: Battlefront and the
Battlefield series - on PC, of course. I also enjoy singing choral music.

Nikhil Chandra
Allow me to introduce myself as Nikhil Chandra. I like to believe that I have experienced an exciting blend
of cultures. Born in the southern state of Kerala in India, spent early years in the capital city of India, Delhi.
Without informed consent I got shipped across the seas to Kampala in Uganda, East Africa as a child following my father’s professional re-location. I completed my medical degree there and ended up spending
two years post my internship gaining experience in General Surgery, Emergency and Infectious Diseases.
In 2013, I flew half way across the world to Melbourne
to pursue a career in Surgery. Only to have found myself flung into a highly competitive and technologically
advanced environment. The regional hospital in sunny
Echuca gave me the break I so badly wanted. Started
off as an Emergency HMO, where I met many Austin
doctors. Subsequently took up the HMO3 surgical job
and then was fortunate enough to get the Non-SET position at the Austin. I have been blessed to have many
kind people help me throughout this short journey. The
aim is to get into the Thoracic Surgery program.
Apart from running between wards, ED and theatre I
enjoy the odd game of tennis, cricket and football (the
real one, that’s actually played with feet), consider myself an amateur musician and a professional foodie.
Looking forward to a great year ahead with lots to learn,
lots to do and constantly remind myself that life is much
more than hospitals, hence to stay positive and make
the most of it.
Vol 2 Issue 4 February 2016
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Shantanu Joglekar
Hi everyone, my name is Shantanu. I studied undergraduate medicine at the University of Melbourne,
spent my AMS year in the Austin Department of Surgery laboratory, and then clinical years at the Austin
and Northern. After a great year as an Austin intern,
I fled south of the river to complete two years at The
Alfred, thinking it would be very similar to my overseas Trauma elective.

Daniel Cox
Where I have been: I’m a pomme. I was born and
bred in Worcestershire, England. Worcestershire is
a rural county, by U.K. standards, it was the inspiration for the ‘The Shire’ in Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings
trilogy which is maybe why I’ve always been keen
to find interesting urban places to live throughout
my life. I went to medical school in Bristol and completed internship and some of residency in London.
I moved to Australia in 2013, ‘for a year’, to travel
and get some more experience of different surgical
specialties. After a brief flirtation with neurosurgery,
I decided general surgery was definitely for me. Melbourne is now home.

At The Alfred, my highlight was getting to assist in
organ retrievals (and fly by Learjet), but the chance
to do some registrar jobs rekindled my passion for
general surgery. I am excited to return to ‘mothership’ Austin this year to pursue general surgery as a
non-SET trainee. I demonstrate anatomy in my spare
time – this has definitely helped the intimacy blossom between me and R.J. Last. I am a cricket fanatic. When India is playing, you will find me either
at the ‘G, or streaming a live broadcast. It has unfortunately been a while since I last strung together two
consecutive Saturdays to play for a team. I play an
Indian percussion instrument called ‘Tabla’, and performed in a large concert over Easter – bashing away
on two bits of leather can be a real stress reliever.
Currently, I am leading a nocturnal lifestyle as night
registrar at the Northern. I’ll be back there for the
second half of the year, in daylight hours. In 2016, I
am looking forward to presenting at the RACS ASC,
travelling and attending my cousin’s wedding in India
… and of course, learning about surgery, operating
and having fun alongside all of you!

Where I am now: I’ve been here for two years, after
an initial year in Perth. I live in Brunswick and enjoy
pretentious coffee, old British TV crime dramas and
trying to finish long novels. I’m currently on a 6 month
rotation in Alice Springs which has been a fantastic
experience thus far. The range and degree of pathology that we see every day provides a really interesting challenge and great learning opportunities. Alice
is the place to learn about soft tissue infection.
Where I am going: I’ll be coming back to Melbourne
in August for rotations at the Northern and relieving
at the Austin. In the longer term, I’m really interested in Upper GI surgery and keen to gain as much
experience as possible in this discipline in particular. I’ve always been drawn to the academic side of
surgery and hope to do a higher degree in the next
few years.
6
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Aly Fayed
My name is Aly, I started as a Non-SET surgical registrar with the Austin Health network this year.
I finished my primary medical degree followed by general surgery training in Egypt, then decided to move
to Australia. I always wanted to be a well-trained and a highly qualified general Surgeon, I used to travel to
Europe as an exchange student and train for a month every year in European hospitals when I was a med
student, I knew what it was like to practice medicine in a first world country and that inspired me to plan my
career.
It was a very bold and scary decision to move half the globe away from my family, friends and loved ones,
especially back then, I didn’t know a single person in Australia. I came here with a small handbag and a big
dream. No doubt it was very challenging and full of uncertainties, especially that I’m an only son and part of
my duty is to look after my parents. But my passion for surgery was my number one priority and I love challenges. Now, looking back at it, I’m really happy I took a leap of faith to pursue my dreams, I never regretted
it and if time went back I’d do it again, I am in the process of bringing my family here permanently and I’m
sure they will love it here.
My Academic interest is hugely due to the fact that I grew up in an academic family, both of my parents are
University Professors, my elder sister is a pharmacist, and my younger sister is an Ophthalmology trainee,
since I was a kid, dinner table conversations would always have a part about research and publications.
I’ve been living in Melbourne since 2008 and love every minute of it, people are so nice and welcoming,
my surgeons at work are very helpful, knowledgeable and respectful. It was everything I dreamed about,
everything I want to be one day. Since moving to Australia in 2008, I worked as a non-SET surgical registrar
at Eastern Health till 2013, then moved to St Vincent’s network as a general surgery trainee starting in 2014,
didn’t pass my SSE exam, and now I’m a non-SET surgical registrar at the Austin, very lucky to secure that
job, very happy about it, I’m still super keen on a surgical career, can’t see myself doing anything else, it’s
always been more of a passion than a job to me, I love what I do.
After doing a rotation in colorectal surgery, I became very interested in Colorectal Oncology, I’m planning to
start my masters next year, hopefully to follow that with a PhD, once I finish my surgical training. I love fast
cars, in my spare-time, that’s where most of my money goes, always been a dedicated fan, I recently decided
to own a motorcycle, so much fun, but a little dangerous, I’m very cautious on it, only use it purely for leisure
when the weather is ideal, I also play tennis, travel a lot, and love Photography.
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Rumana Islam
Shakespeare! Tennyson! Shelly! English literature was my passion growing up. My parents wanted me to
be a doctor. Therefore, it shouldn’t have been too much of a surprise when my initial undergrad was in arts,
majoring in literature. Two weeks in, we had a particular discussion in a tute debating the merits of Shakespeare vs Shakespeare. It was the exact same debate we had in the previous tutes. I had realised I was utterly bored. I switched to sciences the following week. My parents weren’t surprised. Medicine was a natural
progression when I realised working with people was a bit more enjoyable, and sanity friendly, than being
surrounded by white mice.
I had entered medical school fully intending to become a physician. Surgery was not even a consideration,
what with the grumpy surgeons, long hours and anatomy. Fast forward to internship, and suddenly I was
introduced to this world where anatomy made sense and wasn’t just for rote learning. Where you could do a
procedure and people may actually be completely cured, or have a significant difference made to their quality
of life. It was overwhelming initially, but so very enjoyable.
As for the people - I had jokingly told one consultant that I see her as one of my mentors. She had immediately exchanged numbers with me – we meet up for coffee every few months now. One of the senior registrars had sat down with me and mapped out things I need to do, the pros and cons. She’s become another
mentor. I also inherited her surgical library. Another one had taken me under his wing and encouraged active
learning, and how to not lose your-self in the job. At the end of that amazing internship, I had decided to pursue surgery. My parents, once again, weren’t surprised. They had noticed the way I spoke about the job. It’s
been a few years now and that hasn’t changed. I did wonder about my life choices after receiving 28 referrals
during a 10 hour shift on my first day as a reg. But I survived.
So that’s the story of how I got here. I have acquired a few cats along the way (three). A very expensive
coffee habit. A few more white hairs and lines I could do without. But I have also gained a close group of
amazing friends, mentors, colleagues. And an appreciation for anatomy, and the privilege we have, of being
trusted to operate on human beings. Would not want to be doing anything else!
8
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Munad Khan
Hi, my name is Munad. I completed my medical
schooling through Melbourne University. I have been
calling the Austin (or some part of the wider Austin
network) home ever since commencing my research
year at the Austin in 2009. In that time I have seen
quite a few changes but thankfully most of those
have been structural. The people working in it remain
as warm, friendly and welcoming as the day I started
and I am proud to be a part of this team.
My surgical journey (although very short) has been
largely prompted by luck and opportunity. Although I
only briefly thought about a surgical career while at
medical school, from my first surgical rotation in urology at the Austin as an intern, I found myself fascinated by the battle to correct, reverse or remove the
pathological processes that affect us, particularly in
the abdomen and pelvis. Ever since then I have thoroughly enjoyed working with and learning from some
great mentors and hope to follow in their footsteps.
Outside of surgery, I enjoy travelling, cooking (and
eating) and the occasional Scotch whisky. But my
biggest emotional attachment remains with the
Richmond Football Club who have brought me more
heartbreak and frustration than anything or anyone
else in my life thus far.
I look forward to working and learning with you and
feel free to rub it in my face every time Richmond
loses a game because I’ll be sure to tell you about it
when we win.

Yit Leang
Born and raised in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, I moved
to Australia to complete my medical degree with
University of Tasmania. I then worked in Launceston,
Tasmania for two years, which has provided a very
good foundation and cultivated my strong interest in
surgery.
I subsequently moved on to The Alfred for my surgical residency followed by my first unaccredited
registrar year. My two years spent at The Alfred had
been the busiest period in my life where I managed
to get two research projects completed with presentations at the ASC, completed my Diploma in Surgical Anatomy as well as studying for GSSE. All these
while I was working for the busiest surgical units in
the Alfred (i.e.: Orthopaedics, Trauma, Cardiothoracic
and Upper GI). I was very lucky to slot in a wedding
and honeymoon with my ever-supportive wife during
this period too.
I am very excited to start at the Austin training hub
as a NSET registrar and look forward to challenging
myself and learning new experience. I wish to pursue a career in general surgery with interest in either
upper GI of colorectal surgery.
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Tarinee Kucchal
My name is Tarinee but everyone knows me, as T. You’ll know me by my American sounding accent and the
click of heels everywhere I go. As a kid, I moved around a lot. Born in India, we moved to Melbourne when
I was five and left for Singapore when I was thirteen. While there I attended an international school (hence
the accent) and returned to Melbourne in 2008 when I began my medical training at Monash University. In
2013 I crossed the river and joined the Austin as an intern, and I’ve been an Austin girl ever since. Currently
rotated out as a surgical registrar in Sale, East Gippsland, this is the first time I have ventured out from our
Heidelberg campuses.
My interest in surgery began before medical school, when my first exposure to medicine was surgical
oncology in India. I didn’t know what I was looking at, but I loved what I saw! I then discovered my love
for anatomy at uni, where I would prosect specimens for the lab after hours. Lastly, all my hobbies require
the need for precision, delicacy, attention to detail and a steady hand. These factors combined have led me
toward a career in surgery, with my particular interest being vascular surgery.
I enjoy going on runs, hikes, playing tennis and yoga. This mostly allows me to indulge in my love of baking and cake decorating, the products of which I often bring to work. I also enjoy making jewellery, sewing
and traveling. My greatest achievement thus far has been reaching the summit of Kilimanjaro as “the girl
who wouldn’t survive an hour in the rough”. It taught me to never underestimate someone’s willpower and
that we are capable of more than we give ourselves credit for. Passionate about education and training,
I’m excited about my role as one of ASTECs JDOC representatives and I’m looking forward to meeting and
working with you all!
10
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Marange Makepe
Hello. I’m an NSET registrar at the Austin. This is my first
year with the Austin, and I’m looking forward to meeting
you all. I was born in Botswana and moved to Australia for
medical school. Melbourne has been my home ever since.
I was encouraged to pursue medicine during a time when
my father fell ill and required surgery. I got my first taste
of surgery as a medical student in 3rd year. I would watch
the surgical registrars being grilled by consultants, standing
for long hours and retracting instruments. I swore I would
never do surgery. The tide turned as an intern when I did my
surgical term in a small country hospital, with supportive,
encouraging surgeons, who included me in every aspect of
the surgical journey.
Through my career, I rotated through plastics, orthopaedics,
urology, vascular, ENT and general surgery. I found surgery
awe-inspiring, enjoyed its relative tangibility and immediate
results. By far what has drawn me the most to surgery is
the wonderful personalities, great teams, role models and
mentors.
After considering vascular and plastic surgery as career paths, I set my sights on general surgery after some
timely inspiration. I attended a conference 2 years ago where, I took a break from the program I was registered for, and wandered into a talk being given about making surgery part of the global health agenda and
how ‘true’ general surgeons were facing extinction. Several general surgeons spoke about experiences taking their skills to places around the world where, they were it and truly had to be a Master of all, to help the
communities.
Australia is very fortunate in that one’s socioeconomics do not disqualify them from having access to worldclass healthcare and surgery. In the future, I would like to be a general surgeon, who is primarily based in
Australia, but travel to Africa, to visit my family and also to operate in communities where there are barriers
to accessing good surgical care.

Sonal Udayasiri
Hi, I’m Sonal Udayasiri. I’m PGY 3 this year, and have been at
the Austin for the last 6 years; as a medical student, intern,
resident and now a registrar. I’m currently really enjoying the
general surgery rotation in Burnie, Tasmania.
The answer to the obvious question is: yes, I am Ruwangi’s
(SET5) brother, and I’m very much following in her footsteps
– Burnie was even one of her earliest rotations as a surgical
registrar. As her colorectal intern, she showed me the path
of light that is surgery, and at this stage I aim to emulate her
to the fullest and pursue a career in General Surgery.
Outside of medicine, I enjoy tinkering with cars, fountain
pens and photography, as well as travelling. However, with
my weekends off in Burnie, my favourite thing is simply coming home to Melbourne to visit my new niece, and of course
my family and friends.
Vol 2 Issue 4 November 2016
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Manjuka Raj
Hi. My name is Manjuka Raj. I grew up in Canberra and went to school with all the Diplomat’s kids,
so I naturally thought travelling to many countries
and speaking a lot of languages would be an awesome thing to do for a Living. That is until I read the
fine print, and realised you have to be lawyer to join
DFAT!
Thankfully, I had applied to med school. The UWA
Campus in Perth blew me away and so I spent some
of the best years of my life in med school. I went
back to Canberra to be closer to my grandma in her
last few years. I did my internship and resident year at Canberra hospital and thoroughly enjoyed my surgical
terms. Despite the varied experience in the different places that I’ve worked in, in Australia and NZ, surgical
training and operating’s always been fun and is increasingly addictive. I couldn’t resist the allure of one of the
‘most livable cities in the world’ so I have finally come to the Austin.
Outside of Medicine/Surgery, I try to cram as many different activities as possible from trying to learn how to
land a small plane without freaking out (12th time’s the charm!), to seeing Whistler’s mother and everything
else Melbourne has to offer. I look forward to working with you all and here’s to having more fun in Surg.

Paul Watson
I’m a first year NSET trainee, having spent the past
two years as a surgical resident at Austin Health.
Born in the UK, I moved to “sunny” southwest Victoria where I went to high school. For some reason
I chose to support Melbourne instead of Geelong
which, in combination with my English heritage, has
led to a lifetime of sporting disappointment. I was a
Monash medical student through the extended rural
cohort (ERC) scheme based in Bendigo where I later
completed my internship in 2013.
I’m spending the first 6 months on a relieving roster
so you might see me pop up for a few weeks here
and there, before heading off to the Broadmeadows
Surgical Centre in the second half of the year. I’m
interested in returning to work in regional Victoria, an
area of great demand for surgical services. Luckily
Austin Health’s strong relationship with Bendigo has
already allowed me to return there as a registrar this
year.
I’ll be sitting the GSSE later this year as I aim for SET
applications next selection cycle. In the meantime,
I’ve been spending my spare time finishing off a text
based resource for junior doctors that will be published in the second half of 2016. Feel free to let me
know what you think!

12
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Training Corner
V Muralidharan

Teaching & Training in Torquay
GSA Victorian Trainees Weekend 2015

The 2015 Victorian Trainees weekend was held at the
beautiful resort run by RACV at Torquay. This was a
weekend with a difference having been expanded
to three days. The concept was to make the Friday
relevant to junior trainees and progressively increase
the relevance over the next two days utilizing all the
components that were popular at previous events.

General Surgery as fulfilling the research requirements to sit the fellowship exam. A separate session
on pre-approved projects being presented for peer
critique was received with mixed feelings by the audience. Finally the formal didactic sessions which
have also previously proven highly valued especially
exam candidates completed the schedule.

One of the major attractions was the expanded small
group sessions which resonated well with trainees
from all levels.
The industry partners were present supporting the
event and providing simulation equipment for breakout sessions in small groups.

A delicious three course meal was served as the official event dinner on the Saturday to complement the
educational appetizers for the trainees. As a separate
parallel session the new SET trainee induction was
also delivered on the Friday. This event remains a
core educational activity in Victoria and will continue
to evolve each year.

Research activity was represented by four selected
submissions vying for the research prize. These four
presentations would be recognized by the Board in

This event was the swan song for Robert Tasevski
who has convened the past three weekends. He
passes the responsibility to Sarah Martin for 2016.

Vol 2 Issue 4 February 2016
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Newblood
V Muralidharan

New SET Trainees for 2016
New General Surgery SET Registrars Austin in 2016

The year 2016 is great year for General Surgery training at Austin Health. We have had the largest intake of
SET trainees with six new General Surgery trainees being appointed. With the SET transition now complete
and the SET1 year removed the new SET trainees commence their training at SET2 level. SET1 trainees from
2015 join the new intake as the two cohorts merge in to one SET2 year. In addition we have two advanced
SET trainees joining us due to a lack of training posts in their network and state.

Atandrila Das (SET4)
Hi everyone. My name is Atandrila Das, everyone calls me Atan. I have just joined the
Austin/Northern hub as a SET 4 trainee this
year. I graduated from Melbourne University in 2009 and did my residency at RMH.
I then moved to Adelaide in 2013 for SET
training.
When an opportunity rose to move back to
Melbourne I took it straight away! The coffee in Adelaide may have something to do
with that! I have always known that I wanted
to be a surgeon. Over the last three years
I have developed an interest in colorectal
surgery. The training in Adelaide was great
and I look forward to continuing that at Austin as I approach exams next year.

16
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Henry Drysdale (SET2)
Hi, my name is Henry Drysdale and I am thrilled to be
joining The Austin General Surgery team this year.
I grew up and went to high school in Geelong before
moving to Melbourne for my MBBS at Monash University. I went on to complete my internship at Eastern Health before spending the last three years working at The Alfred as a surgical resident/non-accredited
registrar.
I am very excited about a career in General Surgery
and the broad range of opportunities it presents. In
particular, I have an interest in rural General Surgery.
Outside of medicine I have a love of AFL. I have
played for Monash University for the last 9 years and
recently clocked up my 100th game. I am also a passionate Collingwood supporter. Aside from this I enjoying running, skiing, hiking and travelling.
I look forward to meeting everyone throughout the
year.

Jonathan Fong (SET2)
I’m Jonathan, one of the new SET2 trainees. An
Austin doctor through and through, I’ve grown up
as a doctor in this hospital hub. My association
with the Austin began in my formative years as a
medical student, when I was the president of the
Student Surgical Society of the Austin – an organization that brought surgeons and students closer
together through various education programs. Internship and residency also came through the Austin and eventually onto registrar-hood.
In my time so far I’ve had the good fortune to work
in the surgical teams at the Austin & Northern hospitals and also had the opportunity to travel around
to the peripheral hospitals in and around Victoria
and Tasmania. Now having moved past my chequered past few years I’m looking forward to what
lies ahead. I have to say there’s no particular field
of general surgery that I’ve latched onto as yet –
but I will admit that the satisfaction I’ve seen in
those working as a rural generalist does have a
certain appeal. A PubMed or Medscape trawl may
only find one or two hits beside my name, but my
greatest claim to fame as many of you may already
know is as the face of the “For Trainees” button on
the College Website. My interests outside of work
include Woody Allen films, British crime, comedy
and radio programs.
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Yuen Chiu Kang (SET3)
I started my time at the Austin/ Northern as a 4th
year clinical student. After completing my internship,
residency and 1 year of NSET registrar at the Austin.
I was then sent on a 2 years adventure through various different Victorian training hubs. Finally getting to
return to the mothership as a SET3 trainee. This year
I will be spending some time in thoracic then moving
to Burnie for 6 months.
Outside of the hospital, I am a keen landscape photographer and a badminton player. Also freshly married late last year (to an Austin geriatric trainee), I am
currently still adjusting to married life. Born and raised
in Hong Kong, I usually spend some time there each
year visiting my family.
My future aspiration is to complete sub-specialty
training in UGI with interest in minimally invasive surgery, robotic and endoscopic procedures.

Xavier Harvey (SET2)
I feel very lucky to be writing an introductory
profile as a SET registrar. It is a lovely bridge to
have crossed, coming from the uncertainty that
plagues looking forward during life as an unaccredited registrar. But there are also other reasons to feel lucky for becoming a surgical trainee
at this time.
Were I at this stage only a few years earlier, my
optimism for my future career would be mitigated by training in a community where mentors are on occasion as famous for the fear they
inspire as for the skill and dedication they bring
to the workplace. The College’s recent strong
and public denouncement of the unfortunate aspects of this culture enables a junior trainee as
myself to focus more on the intense privilege
that it is to be a surgical trainee: to be involved
day by day in the solemn responsibility of providing surgical care while guided in developing the
art and skill of a surgeon.
I am also really pleased to join the Austin Network, not only for its reputation for excellence in
surgical training, but because it means I´ll be
based around Melbourne for much of the next few years, reunited with other sand gropers that have made
the eastern migration. And while I will no doubt miss the proximity to a coastline with waves, I am sure living
in an Australian city that boasts so much culture will be more than sufficient compensation.
18
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Peter Newton (SET2)
Hi everyone! I’m one of the new SET2 registrars starting off on the new 4 year program. I initially started
out on the biomedical science path at Monash but
realised lab life wasn’t for me (though I did meet my
now wife there so it wasn’t all a waste of time!).
I then went to Melbourne for my MBBS and graduated in 2011. While I have spent my last 4 years at
RMH I actually went to the Austin and Northern for
my clinical years as a student so it’s really just returning home! I haven’t yet decided where I want to go
as a general surgeon so I’m keeping an open mind.
Though I would love to do some volunteer work in
developing countries if I get the opportunity.
Outside of work and surgery I have a keen interest
in most sports (mostly as a spectator), brew my own
craft beer and am trying to tick off as many countries around the world as possible. I’m also married,
but no kids yet… Anyway, this year I’m in Burnie and
then Alice Springs so I probably won’t get to know
many of you until I return. So, until then!

Thomas Tiang (SET2)
I’m excited and eager to start accredited
training here at the Austin Hospital. The
quality of the education program was definitely the biggest drawcard for the Austin
and look forward to assisting in the running of the program as many of us have
already received many pearls of wisdom
from last year’s program.
It’s always a unique opportunity to start
training, getting a wide and varied exposure to various techniques and methods
for the different operations we do. Incrementally acquiring the necessary skills to
safely and competently treat the various
patient conditions we encounter. By the
end of training I aim to become a safe and
competent practitioner.
The challenge I see is juggling all the various roles we take on, junior registrar, senior registrar, husband, father and son,
appropriately prioritising each role to truly
achieve great success. Ask me again at
the end of training and I’ll let you know
how I go.
Vol 2 Issue 4 February 2016
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Georgina Riddiough (SET2)
So, I’m George. Officially Georgina, but Mum and Dad have always called me George. Dad says this is because he was a huge Beatles fan, but Mum seems sceptical about this and just smiles and nods.
So what is there to know about me... I love Harry Potter, Gippsland yoghurt and Soreen Maltloaf (a sort of
fruit loaf sold in English supermarkets). I’ve always been very sporty. I was one of those kids that was into
everything. Mum took me swimming before I could walk and was even scolded once by the life guard for
letting me swim lengths in the ‘big pool’ when I was just 3 years old. By 12 I was the squad champion over
50m butterfly, and consistently the smallest competitor on the blocks. To this day I love being in the water,
after a stressful day at work nothing seems to dissolve the stress any better than diving into clear, cool water.
Living close to the MSAC pool and the beach is a real treat!!
At school I was also a little musical but I haven’t played my clarinet or violin properly for years. Music and
swimming were side tracked when I started to take running seriously. I was always a good runner; aged
about 13 the local running club took me on and I was soon competing at national level over 800metres. I
continue to run casually but the surgical roster means I’m unlikely to regain the fitness of my younger years.
Later on in my teens, we started holidaying off the west coast of France - we visited beautiful places like
Biarritz and Hossegor. With each trip my love for the water and my confidence in the waves grew - I loved
lolling about on a surf board trying to catch a few waves. Around the same age, I started skiing with friends
and this quickly developed into a love affair with the mountains and snowboarding.
Five years ago, snowboarding in Chamonix I met a lovely man, Dean. We quickly fell in love - beer and altitude
assisted! Our love endured the long distance between my native UK home and his in Melbourne. Now we
live together in Melbourne and we are planning our wedding in Chamonix next year!!
Like any child, my parents have had a huge influence on me. One of my clearest childhood memories is Dad
sharply telling me ‘there is no such thing as can’t’. If I ever complained I couldn’t do something, he would
quickly retort this. That little lesson stays with me - almost every day in surgery I’m reminded that practise
makes perfect and I know I just have keep going until I can achieve what I set out to do.
I wear my heart on my sleeve; if you know me you have probably realised it’s easy to tell when I’m happy,
sad or anything in-between. This can be a good thing and a bad thing. Moving away from my home and loved
ones, I’ve realised how tough it can for our patients in hospital away from theirs. You only have to spend a
few extra minutes with some patients to learn how incredible their journey has been. So, I’ve come to live by
the mantra that actually, laughter (and love) is the best medicine. Even if we can’t cure our patients cancer,
transplant their liver a fourth time, or save their relative, we can still smile and (try to) relate to our patients.
20
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Nagendra Naidu Dudi-Venkata (SET2)
My name is Nagendra Dudi-Venkata…ok I understand it’s difficult to pronounce …call me ”Nags”. No…I
don’t usually nag and it’s not the one I chose but one of my American bosses gave it to me and it’s happily
stuck with me thereafter. I have been working in Austin since August 2012 and wallah have not seen back
since then. I am thankful to my mentors and colleagues for supporting me to get into Surgical Training. I have
commenced my first SET Term at the beautiful Tasmanian town of Burnie. Well, it’s been quite a contrast
considering my last term was at Alice Springs.
My journey in surgery started off as a PGY2 when I had an opportunity to work in Cardio-thoracic & Vascular
surgery (CTVS) for 9 months, back home in India. That was the first time I felt I really am a masochist and
would want to pursue CTVS as a career, but sanity prevailed sooner than later and I chose to chase the dream
of getting into General Surgery. I certainly figured out one thing through that process, that I like challenges
and usually take them head on….you would see me blushing when I am given a difficult case to do or an
interesting referral at 2 am. I guess being a surgical trainee, that’s our real adrenaline pump.
On the lighter note, when I have some time. Which seems to be bit rare nowadays, I like chasing “real birds”
and capturing the amazing beautiful colours they carry on themselves in my camera. I wish to capture faces
and do portraits one day. My other passion is to do drama and movies (once upon a time..) and not many
know that I was almost going to leave medicine for learning directing movies if I had not got selected this
time….mind you that also would have been done ..Happily as I strongly believe .. one should be where one’s
heart lies. I am happily married and “Jyo” my partner keeps me sane at frequent intervals.
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Sands of Time
Winthrop Prof David Fletcher

Emergent Technology & Techniques
Austin Surgery in the Eighties

As a member of the RACS Surgical Training Inspection team, it was a real pleasure to visit the Austin
Hospital on June 4 2015. First, it was great to see a
superbly organised training program, the best I have
seen. Not only are the rotations worked out well in
advance, but the teaching program is in writing and
distributed to all ensuring accountability. Then there
is this newsletter, edited by Murali, an inspirational
idea to maintain collegiality in training and in working
collaboratively together. The second reason it was a
pleasure, the Austin was my old stamping ground. I
was Senior Lecturer then Associate Professor 19801994 during which the Department changed profoundly. It brought back many memories and I enjoyed meeting old friends and colleagues again. As a
WA graduate and trainee, how did I get to be at the
Austin and for it to become such a major part of my
career?

David Fletcher is an Upper GI Surgeon and Winthrop
Professor of Surgery within the School of Surgery
at The University of Western Australia. He was the
foundation Professor of Surgery at Fremantle Hospital and is currently the Clinical Director of Surgical Services. W/Prof Fletcher is recognised as a
pioneer in the field of laparoscopic general surgery
and was the Foundation Chairman of the Endosurgery Group at the Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons, responsible for introducing endoscopic
technology to Australia. He is also committed to
furthering the education of Surgical Trainees. W/
Prof Fletcher has held multiple research grants in
the field of surgical epidemiology in conjunction
with the Public Health units of The University of
Western Australia and Curtin University.
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In 1979, I was at the Hammersmith Hospital in London as Senior Registrar to Les Blumgart training in
Upper GI surgery and doing basic research in Gut Endocrinology. I was introduced to a visitor; Ken Hardy
who I later learnt had just succeeded Howard Eddey as Professor of Surgery Melbourne at the Austin
Hospital. Ken had appointed Arthur Shulkes, a scientist in endocrinology to the Department and was
visiting Steven Bloom and Julia Polak, the doyens of
the developing field of Gut Endocrinology. Ken offered me a job as Senior Lecturer in 1980 and a successful relationship developed with Arthur as he and
we together, achieved numerous NH&MRC grants.
My academic position followed on from Andrew
McLeish who stayed on as Colorectal Surgeon. He
had followed Malcolm Douglas who stayed on as an
Upper GI (plus much else) surgeon. This was at the
beginning of sub specialisation in General Surgery.
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Early laparoscopic animal workshop
The science platform of the Department was thus
launched. Next was the further development of sub
specialisation. In the early 80’s, liver transplantation in
Australia was still in its relative infancy. Russel Strong
had established a unit in Brisbane and this was followed by a national unit in Sydney. Ken Hardy who
had an interest in liver surgery decided given the demand, Melbourne should have a unit as well. Lobbying for funding was successful following which preparation began. With the appointment of Bob Jones
to lead the program and with Larry McNicol principle
anaesthetist, the first transplant was done on a high
risk patient. As one of the assistants, it was one of
the most memorable nights of my life – extraordinary
teamwork. The patient did well and the program blossomed, a story for Bob Jones to tell.
Research had already enhanced the reputation of
the Austin Department of Surgery. The addition of
liver transplantation helped build its clinical reputation. Next was one of the great innovations, laparoscopic surgery. Ken Hardy was and probably still is,
a Francophile. In 1988 he had been on a sabbatical
to France. He came back clutching a video which he
claimed showed a gallbladder being removed with a
laparoscope. Bob Jones and I thought it might have
been something in the food he had eaten but to humour him, we agreed to look at the video. At its end,
we thought, “we can do that”.
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The necessary equipment was obtained and we began practicing in sheep (not ideal) using the animal
operating theatre on the 8th Floor of the Townsend
building. As an aside, the sheep were kept on the
9th floor, just above my old office on the floor below in the SE corner of the building. Every couple
of days the poo had to be washed down the drains.
No one admitted responsibility but a rod was pushed
down the drain to overcome a blockage. Unfortunately there was an elbow in the ceiling just above
my office, the rod went straight through. If anyone is
looking for a great paint stripper, sheep poo is ideal.
After the weekend, I came to work to find the paint
stripped from my office walls where the effluent had
run down with the carpet soaked and stinking. I put
my head in the door this visit, I think 25 years later
the smell has just gone.
An interesting question, how do you convince a patient to undergo a procedure when it is the first time
for the surgical team. With patient consent, we had
been performing laparoscopy on gallbladder patients
following which we would open the patient and
complete the dissection. We had reached the point
where we believed we were ready. The Hospital was
notified as was the RACS. I don’t think the RACS
had ever had such a request; they were a little non
plussed. I had a patient, a University Lecturer who
needed a cholecystectomy.
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The first laparoscopic workshops: (1) Bench Top Workshop with David Fletcher, Ken Hardy & Les Nathanson; (2) Workshop for
Nurses; (3) Workshop with Jacques Perissat; (4) Workshop with Karl Zucker. (5) David Fletcher & workshop refreshments.

After discussing what we had done to prepare, he
was keen to be first. Thus with his full consent, on
the 13 Feb 1990, Bob Jones and I undertook the country’s first laparoscopic cholecystectomy. The view
was lousy, it took hours but the gallbladder came out.
Later that evening, he developed a tachycardia. I took
him back to theatre in the early hours of the following
morning, made a small sub costal incision and tied a
small posterior branch of the cystic artery. He went
home a few days later well. The Austin Department
of Surgery was catapulted into a new world.
The Austin was a pioneer in running morbidity and
mortality meetings. The case was discussed there
following which it rapidly became the norm for the
academic unit. Three months later the procedure was
replicated in Sydney and a further three months later,
at the Alfred in Melbourne.
It was clear however, having started laparoscopic
cholecystectomy, we had a responsibility to train the
rest of the surgical community in performing this procedure. This was done in conjunction with the RACS,
unlike the US where the instrument manufacturers
where defining how and what should be done and
thus created their own training facilities.
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Our first workshop was run in the nurse’s home
where the Mercy Hospital now stands. We obtained
equipment from the manufacturers who were keen
to display. We used pigs euthanized immediately
prior to the procedure as it was too expensive to
have them anaesthetised. The day began with Bob
and I explaining how the procedure was done before moving, two surgeons per pig, to practice the
procedure. I was almost at the end of my presentation, the final one when I heard a “psst” from the
door. “Keep talking, we turned the power on to all
the equipment and have blown the fuses, we’re calling a sparky and going down to the hardware store
to buy a pile of fuses, be about 40 minutes”. I then
understood what a filibuster was.
We hired Prhabati Milton to manage the workshops,
and with the additional help moved them to the veterinary school at Werribee using veterinarians to
anaesthetise the pigs. To enhance the mentoring,
we invited international pioneers Jacques Perissat
and Eddie Reddick plus local experts, notably Les
Nathanson who had already been performing the
procedure with Alf Cuschieri before his return to
Australia. As we developed additional laparoscopic
procedures (exploration of the common duct,
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surgeons undertaking those new procedures. This
led to the establishment of the Endosurgery Group
within the College. It had representation from each
surgical discipline and was required to safely introduce endoscopic technology to their discipline and
once achieved would dissolve itself. Universal credentialing guidelines where established. These were
promulgated to all Institutions. The Groups job complete, it dissolved after four years.
5
vagotomy, cholecyst-enterostomy/bowel anastamosis, thoracoscopic lung biopsy, adrenalectomy) we
ran workshops for advanced procedures.
We invited Carl Zucker from Maryland (of dissector
fame) as a guest demonstrating vagotomy and fundoplication. At the same time as we and others provided training, we recognised that the College needed to define what new procedures were. We then
needed to provide training and credentialing for

Having been offered a Chair of Surgery University
of West Australia at Fremantle Hospital where I had
commenced my training and where my family lived,
I left the Austin in June 1994.
Over 14 years, it had been a rollicking ride, a period
of enormous innovation. This time had a major impact on my career and it was fabulous to have been
part of it. Thus the pleasure in returning to the Austin
to see how it has continued to blossom. To clinical,
technical and research excellence, it has now added
excellence in teaching and training.

Australia’s first laparoscopic cholecystectomy, 3 February 1990: David Fletcher & Bob Jones.
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Vale Dicere
V Muralidharan

Another year and another flock
Departure from Austin General Surgery

Tempus Fugit! Time does indeed flies and here we
are on the last issue of Laminas for the second year.
As with the newly founded tradition this issue is
aimed at introducing newcomers to the ranks of the
Austin General Surgery registrars. More importantly
it also farewells those who have departed to various
destinations be it entry to SET, moving on to other
sub specialties or other career directions and those
special few who have overcome the burden of training and enter the fellowship of surgeons.
This year as you would have gathered by now there
has been a massive change in the ranks of the Austin
surgical registrars.

1
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Firstly eight trainees have entered various SET programs in 2016. Felicity Connon (1) moves from General Surgery SET to Plastics Surgery while James
Churchill (4) goes from our NSET program to Urology
Program.
Of the six NSET trainees to enter General Surgery
SET four will remain with Austin while two move to
other training hubs. Mohammed Ashour (3) has been
allocated to the eastern Hub while Wei Mou Lim (2)
is allocated to Monash Hub. Great individual achievements all of them getting in to the training programs
during a period of limited entry and intense competition.
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4
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We have quite a number of NSET registrars from 2015 moving to other craft groups, seeking the career of
their passion, undertaking research or simply taking a bit of time off to enjoy the sun and a breath of fresh air.
We are truly sorry to see the following leave the Austin NSET program and hope at least some would return
in time to the institution: Emily Chen(5), Daniel Christidis (6), Priyank Gupta (7), Faustina Marvin (8), Shannon
McGrath (9), Sandhya Mendon (10), Sam Pennell (11), Ashwini Supperamohan (12).
Finally, for the first time ever, the conquering heroes who successfully completed their fellowship training
were invited to a “formal” debriefing session along with their “support” persons. Yahya Al Habbal, Narotum
“Ravish” Jootun Lawrence Lau and Krinal Mori were dragged in kicking and screaming to this last session
in their training program. This gruelling and intense four hour long debriefing session was orchestrated at the
“Prohibition” in Camberwell. Aptly named and built on the skeleton of the old State Bank of Victoria the old
vault provided the sound proofed environment needed for such excruciating undertaking.
Suitable alcoholic poisons were used along with advanced techniques such as smothering of olfactory and
gustatory senses, over indulgence, gastric distension and constant verbal diatribes to loosen tongues and
gain insights and feedback in to the entirety of the training program. Congratulations to the foursome and
their better halves as they move on to fellowship posts around Australia. This system of forced feedback will
be instituted as standard for all trainees completing their fellowships in subsequent years.
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